You can blame Ed Hertel for an "Illegal Of The Day" that is too big to post in 1 part. <g> He found a
gaggle of Illinois chips and sent them out to our little inner circle of collectors. He asked "Wonder if the
Shawgo's Club was in Havana, IL?" None of us had ever seen them and they were not in TGT.
Special note: Earl Shawgo proves the age old saying "When Pigs Fly" at the end of Part 2 on the Havana,
IL illegals. The best part is, there is proof! Read on.
Part 2 will follow this post.
I got my first Havana, IL illegals from Rene Nedoza in 1999. He also found a gaggle of chips. I contacted
the source of the chips. She was a daughter of one of the operators and had a ton of info. Also talked to
the Havana library back then. I was able to put Club names to several of the UFC's in that lot. When Rene
contacted me about the chips, I doubted there even was a city called Havana, IL. Google solved that
doubt. <g> Scans of some of Rene's find are in Part 2. Special thanks to David Spragg for formatting the
scan.
Once again a SPECIAL thank you to our "Friend of the hobby."
Enough of that:
Havana, IL:
Here’s some stuff on the Havana, Illinois area chips.
It’s an interesting contrast between the way operators in Pittsburgh had to go about
their business versus how they did it in Havana: behind steel doors on second floors
versus wide open doors on downtown streets.
Havana, Illinois area
In the first half of the 20th century Havana, Illinois and the surrounding Illinois River Valley area were
popular places for all kinds of outdoor recreational activities, attracting visitors from all over Illinois and
beyond. The area, known as the “playground of central Illinois”, had a reputation as one of the best
places in North America to hunt ducks—trainloads of people came to the area for the duck hunting.
Havana and surrounding communities are loaded with story after story of one guy in particular coming
there to shoot ducks:
Al Capone.
from Dec.1928:
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My note: Both the library and my source in Havana told me Big Al had interests in several of the Havana
North Shore operations. I never saw any written proof of it.
The people who came to the Havana area for the outdoor activities needed a place to go for some
indoor recreation when the sun went down so the area provided them with plenty of roadhouses and
taverns for eating, drinking and gambling. In Havana gambling was up front and out in the open
and nobody seemed to mind. A Chicago Tribune reporter visited Havana in 1948:
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Gambling operators were “fined” once a month by the Havana city government—basically a de facto
gaming license.
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During this time period Havana was given the nickname “Catfish Riviera of the Corn Belt.” One of the
guys who operated in Havana was Frank Lawson Shawgo (1891-1965).
pic of Shawgo:
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Shawgo, a native of the Havana area, operated a place on Quiver Lake in the 1920’s called the “Shawgo
Inn.” From the 1930’s to the 1960’s Shawgo and other members of his family ran a place in downtown
Havana at 109 N. Orange St. called “Shawgo’s Tavern.”
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pic of Shawgo’s Tavern—the sign is kinda hard to read but the top part says “Package Liquor” and below
“Shawgo’s Tavern”
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Another well known sportsman in Havana was Edward S. Long. Born 1891 near Havana, Long had
ownership interests in many gambling operations in Havana and nearby towns.
In the late 1930’s Long teamed up with another local guy named Louis Elmer Becker (1906-1966) and
they opened-up a place in downtown Havana at 118 N. Plum St. (across the street from the Mason
County courthouse). For many years this place was known as “Becker & Long’s Victory Room.”
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Several chip orders were delivered to the address on N. Plum St. during the 1940’s:
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My note: Like the VCC chip below, this chip was made with HLB both sides the same and with $5 on
obverse. I have both chips.
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I need this chip. Cough it up if you have a trader.

KS
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My note: My notes from 1999, says this chip was also used at the Pastime Club in Havana.
As was mentioned earlier, Long had ownership interests in places outside Havana. At some point
he was part owner of the Virginia Country Club which was located about 30 miles south of Havana and
just outside of Virginia, Illinois. From the late 1930’s and for many years afterwards the principal
proprietor of the VCC was a guy named Jesse L. Watts.
Here’s an ad from the late 1940’s (“Dine by candlelight in the most beautiful nite spot in central Illinois”)
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aerial view of the VCC from the early 1950’s (the adjacent 9 hole golf course was opened in 1949):
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KSR14
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I need this chip. Cough it up if you have a trader.
The VCC property was put up for auction in February 2012:
http://www.sullivanauctioneers.com/02.13.12.Trison/photo.html

Part 2 Havana, IL to follow this post.
Ed Long also owned the Lakewood Supper Club and adjacent hunting club which was located 7 miles
south of Havana and just north of Bath, Illinois. Here’s a matchbook from Ed Hertel’s matchbook site:
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aerial view from around 1950:
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Below is a pic from 1947 taken at Lakewood. In the photo are Louis Becker, Ed Long and Scott Lucas.
Lucas, a longtime friend and hunting partner of Long’s, was serving his second term representing Illinois
in the United States Senate when the photo was taken; a year later he became the Senate Majority
Leader (Lucas was also a childhood friend of Frank Shawgo).
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My note: How many US Senators and Congressmen have we seen involved with the "Era Of The
Illegals?" Our tax $ at work! <g>

Lucas, although one of the most prominent and powerful men in the US Senate, lost his bid for a 3rd term
in 1950. The Kefauver Commission and its investigation of gambling in Chicago--one month prior to the
general election of 1950--is generally regarded as the reason for his loss. Lucas tried unsuccessfully to
prevent Kefauver from taking his investigative committee to Chicago prior to the election and later blamed
Kefauver’s activities for his defeat. Oddly enough, the guy who defeated Lucas in the election, Everett
Dirksen, was from nearby Pekin, Illinois where the local government handled gambling in virtually the
same manner as Havana. [see Illegal Of The Day Illinois 28: Posted on 11/9/12
http://www.thechipboard.com/archives/archives.pl/bid/399/md/read/id/1223792/sbj/illegal-of-the-dayillinois-28/
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My note: Senator Lucas from Havana and Dirksen from Pekin both elected from wide open cities that was
levying monthly taxes on the illegal operators.
Here’s an ad for Lakewood from 1948 (looks like they serve everything except duck <g>):
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Clarence “Kelly” Jackson mentioned in the ad above was the manager of Lakewood when Long owned it.

T-mold chip ordered by Jackson in 1948 (hot-stamp also on hourglass mold):
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Ed Long and Kelly Jackson were visiting a private lodge owned by Long near Hayward, Wisconsin when
on the night of March 5th 1949 the lodge caught fire—both men perished (there were rumors of foulplay). After his death at age 55, Long’s business interests were taken over by his 29 year old son Edward
“Edo” Long, Jr.
pic of Edo:
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Edo Long continued his father’s association with Louis Becker and in the spring of 1950 they moved
the “Victory Room” operation from N. Plum St. around the corner to 120 W. Market and re-named it
the “Town House.”
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Ed Hertel lists this chip as being from the Town House:
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Hertel also has this matchbook on his site:
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The Town House is still doing business at the same location. Another business which Edo Long was
involved with in Havana which is still around is the “Stag,” sometimes called “Stag Tap” or “Stag Bar”:
http://www.facebook.com/pages/Stag-Tap/136104264716
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Also found with the Havana chips was a rectangle-heart mold and a rectangle mold chip hot-stamped
“JR”.
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This is a new ID.
There’s a good chance that “JR” are the initials of James Severns “Jim” Ritchie (1903-1986). Ritchie was
the manager of Becker & Long’s Victory Room in the late 1940’s. In 1951 when the “Town House”
obtained its Federal gambling tax stamp it was purchased in the name of Louis Becker, Edo Long and
Jim Ritchie.
On Halloween night 1953 the Illinois State Police launched simultaneous gambling raids in three different
counties including Mason County. Of the 14 places raided in Mason County, 6 were in Havana. The
Illinois State Police Chief: “We thought it would be an opportune time to make the raids since it was
Halloween and there was a great deal of holiday festivities.” One local operator thought the raid was a
Halloween prank. The raids not only ended the Halloween party that night but marked the beginning of
the end of the wide-open era in Havana.
The following scan is part of the Rene find back in 1999. I spent hours on the phone with the Havana
library and the source of the chips. There are several more that I have never been able to put Club names
to. The source could only tell me they were from a group of illegals that was on S 4th ST in Havana.
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One final item. Although not gambling related, it involves duck hunters near Havana, including a member
of the Shawgo family. It happened on October 29th 1936 (might have to reconsider the old figure of
speech about porcine aviation <g>)

My note: We now have solid proof that pigs fly! <g>
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My Note: The next time someone answers your question with "When pigs fly."
Tell them it was October 29th 1936 in Havana, IL.
The pig was shot down by Earl Shawgo and Harold Miller. <g>
Disclaimer: I do not condone the shooting of an American Eagle.

